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In the current Internet, content delivery, e.g., video-on-demand
(VoD), at scale is associated with a large distributed infrastructure which requires considerable investment. Content Providers
(CPs) typically resort to third-party Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs) or build their own expensive content delivery infrastructure in order to cope with the peak demand and maintain su�cient
quality-of-service (QoS), while Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
need to overprovision their networks. In this paper we take a �rst
step towards designing a system that uses storage space of users
as CDN caches and deliver content with su�cient (i.e., CDN-like)
quality while rewarding users for their resource usage as in a content retrieval marketplace. As a possible candidate for such a system,
we consider recent P2P storage and delivery systems that have
adopted new mechanisms such as rewarding of useful work (e.g.,
storage) while ensuring fairness and accountability through cryptographic proofs. In this paper, we experiment with the popular
Interplanetary File System (IPFS) and investigate its performance in
delivering VoD content locally within an ISP. Our �ndings suggest
that operating IPFS (operating on top of IP) has its performance
limitations and complementing it with an ICN network layer can
signi�cantly improve the delivery quality. We then propose and
compare several forwarding strategies for ICN which can e�ciently
route requests and balance the load between peers with limited
uplink resources.

1

INTRODUCTION

Global Internet tra�c is rapidly increasing and is expected to increase threefold over the next �ve years [3]. The driving force
behind this growth is Video-on-Demand (VoD), which is expected
to double by 2021 [3] and constitutes nearly 70% of the Internet
peak tra�c [4]. Because VoD content requests are by nature asynchronous, they involve unicast delivery by the content providers
(CPs) to each individual end user.
Although CPs can manage the unicast delivery of VoD tra�c
through their in-house server and caching infrastructure during
o�-peak hours, they either resort to third-party Content Distribution
Networks (CDNs) or build their own content delivery infrastructure
in order to cope with the demand and continue providing su�cient
quality-of-service (QoS) to user applications during peak times [9].
VoD delivery at scale requires a substantial investment for a large,
distributed CDN infrastructure in order to ensure timely delivery.
CDNs typically deploy massively distributed cache servers, where
content is available at many locations, and they dynamically resolve
(i.e., map) content requests to appropriate cache servers. Although
ISPs bene�t from decreasing transit costs resulting from reduced
peak time upstream tra�c volumes, they struggle to cope with
rapid tra�c shifts caused by the dynamic server selection policies
of the CDNs, making it di�cult to perform tra�c engineering [36].
Although major CDNs often use measurements of network conditions within an ISP, the resolution can introduce areas of congestion
within the ISP network. Furthermore, CPs with popular content
are reluctant to deploy third-party CDNs, because the usage-based
payment model (i.e., per-byte delivery charge) of the CDNs can be
extremely costly for such CPs.
At the same time, peer-to-peer (P2P) storage and delivery is
making a come back with the added features of content integrity,
incentives (i.e., through rewarding), fairness in participation, trust
establishment, etc. which the earlier P2P systems lacked. Nowadays,
a plethora of decentralised P2P storage networks have emerged
such as InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [17], Storj [28] or MaidSafe [29]. This is a result of advances in cryptography, ensuring fair
exchange [21], calculating incentives reliably [18, 27], and enabling
distributed payments through a blockchain [34]. As an alternative
to the increasingly centralised Internet services that use back-end
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clouds (e.g., used for content storage) [14] [41] [23] [20], these new
solutions provide a distributed sharing economy marketplace.

Then, we provide a comparison of IPFS and Named-Data Networking (NDN) architecture [45] as the representative ICN architecture
in Section 3, including an initial evaluation of NDN and IPFS serving as a P2P storage and retrieval system using Docker containers
(Section 4). In Section 5, we discuss how to enhance our P2P content
retrieval market solution by combining IPFS and NDN. Finally, in
Section 6, we provide simulations to compare several in-network
name resolution mechanisms using a VoD scenario and evaluate
the quality experienced by users in terms of playback bu�ering
occurrences and overhead of the tra�c on the local ISP’s network.
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• Data Centric: In a content retrieval system, users do not
care from where they receive the content, but rather focus
on the content itself. The underlying system should re�ect
this approach in the design, providing content retrieval without the limitations of host-based networking, such as the
ine�ciencies of circuit-based retrieval, and allowing asynchronous data retrieval from any peer.
• Scalability: The system can consist of a large number of
user and data items. Therefore, the proposed solution must
scale well with increasing network size, providing data on
time no matter how many nodes participate in the network
or how many data items can be requested.
• Scattered content: Users fetch di�erent �les from the network and can decide to host the �les themselves. In contrast
to NDN producers being responsible for speci�c pre�xes, P2P
network users posses data under multiple pre�xes fetched
from di�erent producers. The network must be able to perform e�cient lookup operations without taking advantage
of pre�x aggregation.
• Path E�ciency: Linking with the data-centric requirement,
the content retrieval network should provide optimal paths
and deliver content from the closest available location to
reduce the overhead.
• Load Balancing: In contrast to the cloud or massively distributed CDNs, users in a P2P network have limited uplink
resources and can be easily overwhelmed with requests, as
shown in Figure 1, with thin pipes for uplink and fat pipes
for downlink. The network should be able to forward requests to di�erent hosts and spread the load between them,
avoiding congestion at end-users.
• Resilience to Network Dynamics: The system can experience high number of users continuously joining and leaving
the network. Furthermore, hosts can often delete or download new �les and the network must be able to e�ciently
handle those changes.
• Decentralisation: System governance should be evenly
split between all the participants without privileged entities. Furthermore, the architecture can not introduce a single
point of failure and should provide redundancy for all the
required system components.
• Security: When retrieving from anonymous peers, users
must be able to reliably verify the integrity of the received

D

B

A P2P CONTENT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

In this section we describe the main requirement for a P2P Content
Retrieval System implementation:

C

Figure 1: A P2P storage and content retrieval system.
In this paper, we investigate whether P2P content delivery within
individual edge ISPs—i.e., that is, content downloaded or pre-fetched
by users are stored locally at user premise devices (ideally alwayson equipment such as access points) and on-demand delivered to
the users of the same ISP as shown in Fig. 1, where user C retrieves
VoD content chunks from nearby users A and B—can be a viable
replacement of CDN caches. We consider IPFS as the representative
of such P2P storage and delivery systems due to its popularity. Our
ultimate goal is to design a content retrieval market that incentivises
both storage and high-quality (i.e., timely) delivery and provides
a comparable performance with a CDN service. In addition to the
security and incentive mechanisms, IPFS uses an information-centric
approach to storage and retrieval through self-certifying names
for content. Also, IPFS together with several extensions [18] can
ensure that rational users act truthful and not misbehave when
providing content storage.
IPFS works as an overlay and can work on top of di�erent underlying networking protocols, such as TCP, UDP or webRTC. However, being an application-layer protocol operating on top of an
endpoint-centric IP, IPFS is limited to an application-level resolution
mechanism and unicast communication. In contrast, InformationCentric Networking (ICN) solutions like NDN [45] and CCNx [1]
can reduce network load by natively delivering content from cached
copies of the downloaded content at the end users.
Considering VoD as the use-case, our initial �nding is that IPFS
creates extra overhead for the ISPs in terms of duplicate packet
delivery and fails to provide high-quality delivery mainly due to its
overlay nature. Furthermore, its DHT-based resolution adds extra
latency which can be a signi�cant overhead especially with small to
medium size content transfers. Consequently, we propose to exploit
ICN as the delivery subsystem where the ISPs have full control over
the tra�c. The main challenge is to design appropriate routing and
forwarding mechanisms that can scale to a large number of content
and provide load-aware routing strategies which balance the load
among a pool of users with limited uplink bandwidth resources.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We �rst outline the desirable features of a content retrieval system in Section 2.
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content. Malicious users may also launch a wide variety
of attacks, including Denial-of-Service (DoS), to decrease
network performance. The system should be able to mitigate
those attempts and reduce their e�ectiveness.
• Incentives: To create a sustainable environment, nodes committing their resources to share content with others should
be rewarded by the network (e.g., by higher download priority). At the same time, sel�sh or malicious users should be
penalised or su�er from reduced rewards.

3

user’s public key. However, IPFS can still struggle with dynamic
content, as both DHT and DNS can be slow to update. On the other
hand, NDN can include a version number as a component of the
names and provides a DNS-like name resolution service to obtain
names [11].
Collections: Apart from fetching single �les, a P2P storage
should enable downloading collections of �les and de�ne relations
between them. IPFS implements collection �les following UNIX
�lesystem structure and allows requesting content using relative
paths within a tree-like structure (i.e., /ipfs/<collection_hash>/foo/
bar/�le.mp3). Once downloaded, the collection �le contains a list of
all the �les in the collection together with their hashes. Users can
then use this information to recursively request missing content.
Such an approach, allows �les to be stored once, but referenced by
multiple collections under di�erent relative names. However, once
created, a collection cannot be modi�ed, so all the collection �les
must be present when description is built.
In NDN, collections can be realised using naming conventions
(i.e., assigning names with increasing sequence numbers to video
frames) or described in manifest �les[33, 42] containing lists of �les
in the collection as well as their checksums. However, while IPFS
collections are just regular �les, they can be directly requested from
the network without additional support from NDN and interpreted
in the application layer.

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW OF IPFS

There are signi�cant di�erences between NDN and IPFS from an
architectural point of view. While IPFS is an overlay solution that
resides in the application layer and uses IP as its underlying network
architecture, NDN is a network-layer solution aimed at completely
substituting IP even though it can work over IP for incremental
deployability.
We believe that NDN and IPFS can complement each other in
some aspects. For instance, using IP as the underlay network technology results with performance limitations that NDN can solve.
Currently, IPFS needs to resolve data names to endpoint-centric,
location-dependent identi�ers, making the protocol translation ine�cient and adding a signi�cant delay(Section 4). In contrast, NDN
does not need to resolve names due to its inherent name-based
routing. On the other hand, IPFS can scale better using its DHT resolution since routing information is spread across multiple nodes.
In this section, we provide a design comparison of NDN and
IPFS, analyse their ability to work together and their suitability to
provide a robust peer-to-peer content delivery system.

3.1

3.2

Routing and Forwarding

A P2P content retrieval system requires a way to route requests for
contents to the endpoints who possess the contents in their storage.
IPFS users collectively maintain a Kademlia Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) [32], which maps each content name to a set of end-points.
A user requesting a �le must �rst resolve its name (i.e., CID or
mutable link) by querying the DHT. For fetching content, IPFS
implements the BitSwap protocol which is inspired from BitTorrent.
It is a message-based protocol with each message containing a list
of requested chunks (i.e., want list) or blocks of data. The DHT
lookup reduces the number of information stored at each node, but
su�ers from potentially slow lookup speeds which increases with
the number of nodes n —O(lo (n))—.
In NDN, request packets (i.e., Interest) carry the name of the
desired content chunk which are then routed to any node who has
the requested data. Interests leave “breadcrumb” state as they are
forwarded, and such state is stored in the Pending Interest Table
(PIT) of the forwarders. The Data packets containing the requested
content chunk simply follow the breadcrumbs back to the origin
of the request, following the corresponding Interest packet’s path
in reverse. Through the breadcrumb state in their PITs, the NDN
forwarders can natively support multicast, and also store Data
packets in their (in-network) caches to directly serve content to
users.
NDN forwarders store forwarding information, provided by the
routing protocols, in their FIB tables, and the forwarding involves
longest pre�x match of the content name in the Interest packets
against the name pre�xes in the FIB. While such an approach removes the lookup delay, it su�ers from routing scalability problems
because routers (in the default-free zone) must store information

Naming

Both architectures embrace an information-centric approach, naming data and implementing pull-based communication model. However, both naming schemes di�er signi�cantly. IPFS uses �at names
consisting of self-certifying content hashes as identi�ers for content objects. Such an approach makes content objects immutable,
i.e., changes to the contents of a data object results in a new object
with a di�erent Content ID (CID). At the same time, one can easily
detect content duplicates to optimise the usage of the storage space.
In contrast, NDN uses hierarchical identi�ers, but it allows the
speci�c naming convention to be left to the applications as long as
it is coherent with the security requirements, i.e., content objects
are signed by their producers (Section 3.3). The �exibility of NDN
names means that self-certifying IPFS names may be used with
speci�c pre�x (i.e., /ipfs/<content_hash>).
Name lookup and versioning: Both IPFS and NDN requires
consumers to obtain the content names from a trusted source. IPFS
provides a resolution mechanism where human readable names can
be mapped to CIDs through DNS. Also, a separate InterPlanetary
Name Space (IPNS) system enables each user to store mutable,
signed records (as opposed to immutable content objects) under
/ipns/<NodeId> where NodeId is the hash of the user’s public key.
Such mutable records are addressed by the hash of public keys,
and among its other uses, they are especially useful for storing
up-to-date CIDs of the latest versions of dynamic contents. The
authenticity of the mutable records can be veri�ed through the
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about all the available contents with size d. However, the hierarchical naming allows some aggregation of names (e.g., /google to
represent content produced by Google) to reduce routing table
sizes. NDN also allows a secure mapping of content namespace
to a separate namespace containing forwarding hints (e.g., /att/
north-east-PoP) [13].
The routing scalability problem of NDN is even more pronounced
in the P2P data distribution scenario with users providing stored
content because the routing system needs to keep track of the
stored content at the users. While the namespace mapping solution
is applicable to this scenario, the initial resolution through NDNS
also introduces additional lookup delays. When delivering Interests, stateful forwarding strategies are able to monitor dataplane
performance (e.g., current network load) and route the Interests
accordingly [43]. This is an important feature in a P2P scenario
where the producers typically have limited resources and upload
bandwidth. When operating with NDN, IPFS would not require
to maintain a separate mapping between content and endpoints.
However, DHT may still prove useful in providing forwarding hints
for the network layer (Section 5).

3.3

the main issue is thus providing incentives to motivate users to participate. When considering �le exchange, numerous solutions have
been proposed including centralized and decentralised reputation
systems [30].
Filecoin [27], is a system built on top of IPFS that uses blockchain
to reward users for storing �les. It uses Proof of Replication [18]
to cryptographically prove that given �le was stored by user for
a speci�ed amount of time. However, while �le storage can be
proved, it is currently impossible to prove a �le transfer between two
untrusted parties. It means, that a malicious user can store �les,
claim rewards, but can either refuse to share them with other or
dedicate insu�cient resources when doing so. Such behaviour is
also di�cult to detect by IP routers without costly deep packet
inspection [26].
On the other hand, stateful NDN routers can radically improve
network ability to monitor and keep users accountable for their
bandwidth participation. This can possibly happen through a Satis�ed Interest Table that we propose in Section 5, which contains
arrival times of both Interest and the corresponding Data packets
in order to determine the faulty party when content is delivered
with unacceptable delay. Such information can be further subitted
to users-reward systems [25]. However, this is a complex problem
and we leave a detailed investigation of an accountable delivery
mechanism for future work.

Security

After fetching a �le, users need to verify the integrity of the fetched
�les. Self-certifying names of IPFS allows straightforward content
veri�cation. The security model assumes that users are able to
fetch the content name in advance from a trusted source. Such an
approach, while simple, may be problematic when dealing with
dynamically generated content and live streaming. Furthermore,
�le collections are secured with a Merkle DAG following the Git
model. Users can thus download a single �le from a collection using
a single hash value and still be able to reliably verify the content.
Both the �le and sibling hash can be fetched from untrusted sources
as long as the root of the tree is trusted.
In NDN, each data chunk includes a digital signature from its
producer. When properly con�gured, users have trust anchors and
are able to automatically download certi�cates of signing producer
and decide whether to trust the content. Such an approach solves
the problem of dynamically generated data. When maintaining IPFS
names in the network layer, the application layer will still be able to
keep its current security model based on self-certifying identi�ers
with NDN providing an additional layer of security. Furthermore,
NDN provides mechanisms to manage keys and automatically bootstrap trust relations between nodes [44].
In a P2P scenario, NDN routing protocols need to advertise content stored at the users. However, untrusted users advertising content through NDN’s control plane is a cause for concern because
malicious users can advertise arbitrary content names that they do
not possess. Consequently, NDN routers do not accept advertisements from untrusted nodes. This is an issue for the NDN routing
system which requires separate mechanisms to ensure that users
advertise only the content that they possess.

3.4

3.5

Quality of Service

The concept of Quality of Service is still an open discussion in
content based networking. Particularly, in NDN, the hop-by-hop
forwarding can allow a Di�Serv QoS model[24], either prioritising
speci�c data in the cache (that can be di�erentiated by name[19, 37])
or by adapting the forwarding strategy to the desired QoS scheme.
However there are di�erences between NDN and IP, such as i) no
end-to-end �ow, ii) the use of caches, and iii) the multi-destination,
multi-path forwarding, which makes it di�cult to apply the same
end-to-end QoS concepts, such as bandwidth allocation or end-toend latency.
Similarly in IPFS, it is di�cult to ensure QoS because the data
comes from unknown sources from arbitrary locations in the network. Moreover, there is no control over the delivery at the network
level. To the best of our knowledge, the only way IPFS can provide
some sort of QoS is by using Coral [22], which is a variation of the
Kademlia DHT, called Distributed Sloppy Hash Table (DSHT) that
uses clustering for latency-optimized hierarchical indexing. Coral
successfully clusters nodes by network (latency) diameter, ensuring
that nearby replicas of data can be located and retrieved without
querying more distant nodes.

4

PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON

In order to better understand the ability of NDN and IPFS to serve
as a P2P storage and delivery network for VoD, we performed a set
of initial experiments using ns-3 in emulation (real-time) mode [7].
For more realistic results, we attach docker containers (using [8])
running the production code for both projects, using IPFS version
0.4.20 and NDN Forwarding Daemon version 0.6.6. This initial
evaluation consists of a simple star topology with ten peripheral

Incentives

For the P2P system to function properly, peers must commit their
resources and provide services for others (i.e., share �les). On of
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nodes and a hub node, where one of the peripheral nodes act as
the main server and the rest are clients as shown in Fig. 2. All the
links have a bandwidth of 10 Mbps and have a propagation delay
of 2 ms.
For the experiments, we emulate a VoD HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) application. Clients �rst download a M3U8 playlist �le
containing the video segments information, and then they start
progressively fetching each video segment in the list until the playback bu�er is full (we use 30 sec playback bu�er). Once the video
is consumed and there is less than 30 seconds of video in the bu�er,
more segments are requested. We use a 480p, 10-minute long test
video [2] with a size of 27.98 MB. Users do not start all at the same
time; there is a randomly generated gap of 5 to 10 seconds between
subsequent users.

Figure 3(a) presents the average latency of what we call resolution time, classi�ed by segment sizes (i.e., the elapsed time between
the client requesting the video segment and actually starting to
download the �le). In IPFS, we measure the time necessary to resolve the hash name of the �le until it is added to the want list. In
NDN, we measure the time between sending of the initial interest
and the receipt of the �rst chunk of the segment, since there is no
name resolution. In contrast, with IPFS we clearly observe one of
its limitations in terms of performance. IPFS needs to convert the
collection hash to the hash name of each IPFS chunk through a
DHT lookup. In case the video segment �ts into one chunk (IPFS
chunk size is 256 KB), no further resolution is required (and this
initial resolution can be done only once for the whole video and
cached locally). However, when the video segment is larger than
one chunk, an additional recursive lookup is necessary to obtain
all the identi�ers for the chunks. In the �gure, we observe signi�cantly smaller lookup times for chunks smaller than 200 KB, where
the resolution time is equivalent to NDN. On the other hand, for
chunks bigger than 200 KB, the resolution latency is on the order of
300-400 ms. The resolution latency is not a signi�cant issue for VoD
which performs resolution once in the beginning, but it can have
a negative impact for live video content, which requires repeated
resolution for upcoming segments.
In Figure 3(b), we observe the average throughput classi�ed by
segment sizes. In this �gure, we observe the main issue of IPFS
which is overhead on the network. The average throughput obtained using IPFS is close to a one-tenth of the NDN’s. This is
mainly because of the congestion created by IPFS: with IPFS, the
receivers have no control of what they receive from peers—users
simply register their interest in �les, and the peers having the �les
send it out without knowing if the user already received the �le
from other peers, following the BitSwap protocol. Duplicate packets
are later discarded at the user. We observe that this leads to unnecessary congestion which is against ISP’s interest in accommodating
p2p delivery for reducing the tra�c in their networks.
In our evaluation, we counted a massive, 15612 duplicated chunk
arrivals at the user, when approximately 1500 unique chunks are
requested. This means on average nine unnecessary duplicates per
chunk. This would impose a high overhead on the network. Although IPFS can parallelise content downloading once the lookup is
done from multiple peers (only �les bigger than one chunk can bene�t from it), we argue that the performance would be signi�cantly
better using a more conservative delivery approach.

Client'with'cache
VoD server

Figure 2: Preliminary evaluation setting.
To evaluate NDN, we used the Network Forwarding Daemon
(NFD) [5, 6] with ndn-tools ndnputchunks and ndncatchunks for the
content publication and retrieval. Both tools send Interests using
the TCP-Cubic algorithm to control the window size. Once a client
receives an HLS video segment from the server, it publishes the
received content in the hub node so that an additional route for that
segment, which points to the user that downloaded the segment, is
added for future requests. We evaluated NDN using three di�erent
forwarding strategies including NCC (CCNx forwarding strategy),
best-route and ASF (Adaptive Smoothed RTT-based Forwarding
Strategy) [12]. To better observe the distribution of requests between nodes, we disable NDN caching on the central node.
For IPFS, we use the default Go implementation1 and set up
one node that previously adds the video segments to the network
(acting as a server) while the rest of the nodes act as consumers.
We keep the default con�guration �le, but we replace the public
DHT bootstrap nodes with the node serving the video.
1 https://github.com/ipfs/go-ipfs
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Figure 3: Preliminary results
In Figure 3(c), we observe the load distribution among the nodes
in the topology. IPFS is the only solution that uses all the nodes to
distribute the load, even though the selection of the producers is
completely random. Because most of the received packets are later
discarded (i.e., duplicates), most of the content used in the playback
are still provided by the �rst node. NDN achieves a di�erent load
distribution depending on the forwarding strategy used. The bestroute approach is the one that o�oads the tra�c most out of the
video server. However, this strategy substitutes the original route
to the server once with the route to the �rst user that downloads
the content and keeps the latter route throughout the experiment
because the cost of the path between all the users are equal. The
ASF strategy balances tra�c based on RTT. Because there is no
server congestion in these experiments and there are not many
RTT changes, we observe that the strategy uses only two users.
The NCC strategy keeps most of the tra�c in the original video
server, but utilises more users than ASF.
To sum up, NDN can be faster and more e�cient than IFPS for
VoD content retrieval, because dealing with content distribution at
network instead of application level allows better control of load
distribution and congestion. Furthermore, NDN can use PIT aggregation and caching to reduce the number of bytes transferred in the
network. However, the amount of FIB state at the forwarders and
the need for the routing protocol to advertise the stored segments
at the untrusted users are important concerns. More importantly,
our preliminary results demonstrate the need for a better strategy
to distribute the load between the serving nodes than the inspected
forwarding strategies, ideally retrieving content from the closer
node but without creating congestion. Thus, in the following we
explore di�erent solutions for the aforementioned issues.

5

The default forwarding behaviour in IP is to simply route Interest
packets along the shortest paths with minimal load-balancing mechanisms (e.g., Equal-cost Multi-Path routing) to the closest producer
with the assumption that producers have su�cient bandwidth resources to deal with whatever network throws at them in terms of
requests to process and respond to. This assumption, however, does
not hold in the case of P2P scenarios as users typically have limited
uplink bandwidth resources2 as shown in Fig. 1. Overwhelming
users with excessive amount of Interests delays Data packets in
respond to Interests, and consequently, the quality of the delivery
su�ers, e.g., VoD viewers can experience bu�ering events due to
excessive jitter. The resolution also needs to consider the overhead
of the tra�c on the ISP network as well. Ideally, a load-aware resolution mechanism should distribute the content requests across
users within an ISP and e�ciently pool the uplink resources of the
users providing content.
A related challenge is the awareness to up-to-date locations of
cached content stored at the users. In a decentralised scenario with
untrusted users sharing their cached content, one can not allow
information on named content locations (i.e., user locations) to
be advertised in the control plane without restrictions. Otherwise,
a user could �ood the network with advertisements of contents
that are not available at the user. This could result with a large
amount of incorrect state to be maintained by the resolution system
and Interests to be incorrectly forwarded to attackers. Ideally, the
resolution system, before advertising its location, should verify that
a piece of content is stored at or recently delivered to that location.
Another important challenge for the name resolution is the scalability. In particular, keeping track of the availability of chunks
within the user caches for a large number of content catalogue requires signi�cant amount of state to be maintained, even in the case
of a single ISP. Also, users frequently joining and leaving can result with large number of updates to the resolution state. However,
users typically download content in their entirety and a resolution mechanism can take advantage of this. Ideally, the resolution
mechanism should limit forwarding state to at least content-level
information (especially at the “core” routers of the ISP where majority of the tra�c �ows) rather than chunk-level information in
order to achieve scalability.

A P2P CONTENT STORAGE AND
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING ICN

NDN [45] can provide a more sophisticated per-hop forwarding
behaviour than IP through its use of soft-state per named packet.
More speci�cally, NDN forwarders enforce a routing symmetry between Interest and the corresponding Data packets, which enables
per-Interest dataplane performance measurements which can be
used to adapt future forwarding decisions. One example is the use
of round-trip time (RTT) measurements on the forwarded Interest
packets by the ASF forwarding strategy.

2 Net�ix

recommends 25 Mbps bandwidth for Ultra HD videos, which is higher than
the upstream bandwidth capacity provided by majority of �ber subscriptions in the
United Kingdom [10]
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Given the above challenges with the name resolution in a P2P
content retrieval system for an ISP, we consider several possible
solutions based on stateful and adaptive forwarding mechanisms
of NDN. Our �rst solution is based on a Satis�ed Interest Table
(SIT) [39] which contains names of recently forwarded (and ideally
veri�ed) content chunks together with the interfaces where they
are forwarded to. In this solution, forwarders near the end-users
monitor delivery of content and notify the rest of the nodes of the
successful content deliveries. Our second solution is based on a
directory service under the control of the ISP such as NDNS [11].
Before we describe these solutions in detail, one �nal remark
is on the privacy of the system. An important feature to keep in
mind is to protect consumer and producer privacy in a collaborative
content retrieval system. Because Interests do not contain source
information, consumer information (i.e., identi�er and location) is
largely preserved. The main challenge is to keep producer privacy.
In our solutions, the resolution information contains a name for a
region rather than the exact producer location and identity.

5.1

We consider two load-balancing mechanisms: one based on PIT
entries to infer the load on the nearby producers, and the other
based on RTT measurements. In this approach, the measurement
state is also used for the update of SIT entries upon producers
leaving the network (e.g., going o�ine) or replacing content with
recently downloaded one in its storage. In this case, the measurements and PIT timeout events will trigger removal of entries.
A down-side of this approach is the periodic updates that need
to be sent to the entire ISP network and having the core routers
maintain per-content forwarding state which can incur a large
memory footprint. The SIT table can be implemented as a cache
with limited size containing satis�ed PIT entries and can be stored
as part of the in-network cache of each forwarder. Therefore, the
SIT table does not incur signi�cant additional overhead in terms of
memory footprint. In this approach, the self-certifying (IPFS) naming scheme are preferable to hierarchical names for its lightweight
hash-based integrity veri�cation for content as opposed to a more
heavy-weight signature-based content integrity veri�cation.

Adaptive Forwarding Strategy

5.2

In this solution, edge or access routers, which are directly attached
to users, store the recently satis�ed PIT entries in their SIT tables.
These entries are periodically processed by the forwarders and
used to compute forwarding state. The forwarding state contains
name to interface mappings together with a count of the number of
chunks that have been forwarded along each interface. We assume
a convention of naming content chunks in the su�x of the name
with numbers starting from one, and the name pre�xes constitute
the content names (e.g., name of a video). The content names can
be either IPFS names or human readable names. In the former case,
an IPFS name for an NDN name can be stored at and obtained from
the DHT of IPFS.
As an example, SIT entries for a content name and particular
interface for �rst through tenth chunks are summarised in the FIB
table as the name mapping to ten chunks and the corresponding
interface. In case of missing chunks in the SIT, i.e., user downloads
a subset of chunks of a content with missing pieces, no forwarding
information is added to the FIB as it is not downloaded fully; however, we expect this to be rare as users typically download video
content, which is the focus of this study, from the beginning.
FIB entries of the edge routers are periodically advertised within
an ISP network using an intra-domain routing protocol, and the rest
of the nodes compute their forwarding entries accordingly. In the
advertisements, edge routers place their own location associated
with the set of content names and chunk counts rather than the
users in order to maintain producer anonymity. The computed
chunk count for a content name and interface is the largest of
the counts associated with all the advertisements for the content
received over the interface.
We assume that the edge routers perform a content integrity veri�cation (i.e., signature veri�cation in the case of human-readable
NDN names or a cheaper hash computation in the case of selfcertifying IPFS names). This solution, therefore, ensures that a
content is downloaded from a user before advertising its location
and have network advertise their location instead of untrusted
users.

Directory-based Resolution

We extend the previous approach with an indirection-based one
in order to achieve better scalability. In this approach, content
names are registered along with a forwarding hint to a directory
service such as NDNS. The registering operation can be done by the
producers themselves. However, in this case we assume that users
will provide a proof that they have the �le stored, i.e., Proof-ofReplication [18], before they are allowed to register in the directory.
We borrow the Proof-of-Replication solution of IPFS project where
a zero-knowledge proof is composed by the users and veri�ed by
the directory system during registry.
In order to achieve producer anonymity in a loose sense and perform load-balancing, the forwarding hints for users are designated
as in-network location (i.e., forwarder) names which are at most
few hops away from the users. We assume that users will be able to
obtain forwarding hints associated with their own locations during
a bootstrapping phase by simply sending an Interest containing
a special name, e.g., /forwarding_hint [13], to their �rst-hop forwarders. The name resolution in this approach involves obtaining a
forwarding hint and placing the hint in the Interest. The forwarders
simply route the Interest to the location identi�ed in the hint. From
this point, the SIT state maintained at edge forwarders perform
forwarding directly on the name of the content. We assume that the
ISP network is divided into a small number of edge regions in which
forwarders compose their forwarding state by observing satis�ed
PIT entries. Once an Interest reaches an edge region, the forwarders
perform load-balancing to distribute the Interests among all the
available producers.

6

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate in-network resolution and directorybased solutions in terms of their load-balancing performance using
the Icarus simulator [38]. Icarus is a packet-level caching simulator
for ICN architectures. We �rst describe the setting and then discuss
the results.
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Evaluation Setting

• Shortest-path: This is the baseline strategy which simply
routes Interests to the closest producer (peers) without using
any measurements of the load on the producers similar to
NDN’s best-route forwarding strategy. In the case of multiple
peers with equal distance, the strategy picks one of them
using a round-robin mechanism.
• Optimal: This forwarding strategy schedules video chunk
requests at the closest producer that can meet the playback
deadline of the requested chunk. The strategy has the the
knowledge of both i) instantaneous load on all producers
and ii) the arrival time of already scheduled requests on each
producer. This strategy avoids playback interruptions while
achieving a high cache hit rate and low overhead on the
network.
• Adaptive: In this strategy, the routing use per-Interest RTT
measurements to estimate the load on each producer. The
�rst-hop access nodes (i.e., at the consumer-side) make a
routing decision and attach a forwarding hint on the Interests. The forwarding hint is the name of the access node of a
producer (i.e., at the producer-side). The nodes prefer closer
(i.e., based on the number of hops) nodes that can meet the
playback deadline based on the past measurements and routing information (i.e., hop distance) . Once the Interests arrive
at the producer-side access node, a producer is selected (if
there is more than one producers) based on the current load
of the producers inferred by the amount of (unsatis�ed) PIT
state to each producer.
• Directory-based: In this strategy, consumers obtain forwarding hints for a set of producers from a directory service,
i.e., NDNS. During the initial bu�ering phase, consumers randomly select a peer for each Interest and observe the RTT
resulting from the arrival time of the corresponding data. We
ensure that at least one of the chosen peer is the external producer with unlimited bandwidth resources. Once the initial
bu�ering phase is over, the consumer selects peers for each
request whose RTT can meet the playback deadline based
on the observed RTTs per peer. The network simply routes
Interest packets to the given forwarding hints of producerside access nodes. Then, the access node at the producer-side
forwards the Interests to a producer according to its SIT table. If there are more than one producer with the requested
content, then the access node randomly selects a producer.

Application: We consider VoD player as the application running
on the end users. We consider a scenario where user applications
consume videos from a catalogue of size 100, where each video
consists of 10K chunks. We �x the number of videos to 100 in order
to limit the duration of simulations. We assume that each VoD
chunk contains eight frames of a video and they are consumed by
the applications at a rate of 24 frames per second (as in HD content)
while playing the video3 . We consider di�erent playback bu�er
sizes in the experiments with a default of �ve seconds (120 frames).
Topology: We perform simulations in an ISP topology, i.e.,
Tiscali from Rocketfuel dataset with 240 nodes. 79 of the 240 nodes
have a degree of one, and we designate these nodes as access nodes
and attached ten end users to each one of those nodes. Five routers
that have the highest connectivity are designated as border routers.
We assume that the ISP topology links have in�nite bandwidth,
while the end users have a limited upload bandwidth which can
serve 20 chunks per second4 . We assume that by default the network
does not have a (in-network) cache infrastructure and relies solely
on P2P content retrievals from user caches.
Workload and Storage: The simulator randomly selects 10
nodes out of 790 end-users who are not currently playing a video
each second to initiate the downloading and playing of a video.
Each user plays at most one video at a time and stores at most
two full videos to share with others, 20K chunks. Eventually, all
end-users are viewing videos simultaneously and collaboratively
upload chunks to each other. The distribution of video popularity is
assumed to be of Zipf type with the default exponent value chosen
as 0.7. The simulations continue for one hour after a warm-up
period of 15 minutes.
Content Placement and Caching: We place a stable content
producer for each VoD content to a randomly chosen border router.
The producers are assumed to be cloud providers with an RTT of
300-800 msecs.

6.2

Performance Metrics and Strategies

Our evaluation is based on the following metrics:
• Average number of bu�ering events: This metric measures the quality-of-experience (QoE) of the users viewing a
video. It counts the average number of bu�ering events (i.e.,
playback disruptions) per VoD content download. The count
excludes the initial bu�ering event of each stream during
which the video is not yet played.
• Overhead: This metric measures the overhead of the VoD
retrievals on the ISP network in terms of the average hop
counts traveled by data as a response to an interest.
• Percentage of downloads from peers: The ratio of VoD
chunk requests that are satis�ed from the peers (i.e., end
users) as opposed to the external producers (e.g., cloud).

6.3

Results

In this section, we investigate the impact of i) size of playback
bu�er, ii) size of in-network caching, and iii) content popularity on
the performance of the shortest-path, directory-based (e.g., NDNS),
Adaptive and Optimal forwarding strategies.
6.3.1 Impact of playback bu�er size. Fig. 4(a) shows the number
of bu�ering events for each of the four forwarding strategies. The
shortest-path strategy, which simply routes interests to the closest peer, results in the highest number of bu�ering events where
video playback is interrupted for bu�ering. This is simply because
the shortest-path strategy is unable to share the upload overhead
evenly among the users. Even worse, it overwhelms certain producers with too many requests. The shortest-path strategy results

We present the performance of the following forwarding strategies:
3 We make certain simplifying assumptions such as no rate-adaptation at the consumers

and video is transmitted in raw form as opposed to an encoded form that transmits
the di�erence of subsequent frames.
chunk is of size max IP packet 64KB and contains eight frames of HD video
content.

4 Each
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Figure 4: Results with varying playback bu�er size.
in nearly �ve bu�ering events per video stream for the smallest
bu�er size of one second worth of content. Even with a bu�er
size of ten-seconds worth of video, the shortest-path strategy still
causes excessive bu�ering. According to our results (not shown in
the Figures) only 4% of the viewers did not experience bu�ering
events for the shortest-path strategy with the largest bu�er size.
20% of streams experienced more than one bu�ering interruptions
throughout the streaming. On the other hand, the directory-based
resolution results with signi�cantly less bu�ering events where
at least 82% of streams do not experience any playback interruption for the smallest bu�er size. In this approach, we observed that
99% of streams observed at most one bu�ering event, i.e., no repeated bu�ering event. This is because users experiencing long
RTTs during pulling of VoD chunks from a peer can simply switch
to a di�erent peer. However, even for the largest bu�er size, around
5% of streams experience bu�ering events.
The adaptive streaming approach achieves a signi�cantly (i.e.,
over 100% improvement) better performance than the directorybased approach through its ability to detect and react to congestion
at producers using i) RTT measurements at the �rst-hop access
forwarder of the consumer and ii) load-balancing at the last-hop
producer-side access node using PIT state. We observe that even for
the smallest bu�er size, only 7% of the streams experience bu�ering
and less than 0.4% of users experience bu�ering for the largest
bu�er size. We observe that the optimal strategy is able to achieve
no interruptions to playback for all bu�er sizes through its full
knowledge of the instantaneous load on the producers.
In Fig. 4(b), we observe that the directory-based strategy incurs
the highest overhead in terms of average number of hops traveled
by content to the network. This is because in this approach, the
consumers select a peer without the knowledge of hop-distance
to the peer when there is more than one peer available. Adaptive
forwarding strategy incurs signi�cantly less overhead than the
directory-based approach because the �rst-hop node gives higher
priority to closer destinations who can meet the deadline. The
shortest-path approach is the other extreme where the incurred
overhead is even less than optimal strategy albeit achieving the
worst performance (in terms of bu�ering) among all the strategies.
Since the optimal strategy selects the closest peer which can meet
the deadline, it incurs the least possible overhead.
In terms of the percentage of video chunks downloaded from
peers, we observe that the shortest-path strategy is very close to
the optimal strategy as shown in Fig. 4 at the expense of achieving

the worst QoE for the consumers. The adaptive and directory-based
approaches achieved similar percentages of local downloads even
though their overheads and bu�ering performances are quite different.
6.3.2 Impact of in-network caching. In the previous experiments,
the forwarders did not possess any caches in the network. In this
section, we examine the impact of in-network caching on the performance of the strategies in Fig. 5. In these experiments, we set
the playback bu�er size to the minimum size used in the previous
experiments, i.e., one-second worth of tra�c. In the �gures, the
values in the x axis are the total cache budget for the network given
in terms of the percentage of the total number of chunks, i.e., between minimum of 0.1% to a maximum of 5% of total chunks. We
uniformly divide the total cache budget on the forwarders.
In Fig. 5(a), we observe that caching signi�cantly improve the
bu�ering interruptions for all the strategies but the shortest-path.
This is because in the shortest-path strategy, most of the popular
content is available from another user nearby (i.e., 2.8 hops away on
average as shown in Fig 5(b)), and at the same time the users who
are streaming the same content are out-of-synch (as a nature of
VoD). This results with poor caching performance for most streams
which �ow along very short paths with small number of caches.
On the other hand, the rest of the strategies use longer paths
with higher diversity than the shortest-path. Also, the consumers
downloading the same content can converge on the same users
as a result of measurement-based routing decisions. This leads to
better caching performance. We observe in Fig 5(c) that caching
can signi�cantly reduce bu�ering events for the top-ten most popular content. As expected, overhead of the strategies reduce with
increasing cache size as shown in Fig. 5(b).
6.3.3 Impact of content popularity. We investigate the impact of
content popularity on the performance of the forwarding strategies
in Fig. 6. In these experiments, we set the in-network cache size
set to 0.1% of content and the playback bu�er size to one second
playback worth of chunks.
We observe in Fig. 6(a) that the bu�ering occurrences increase
with the increase in popularity of content. This is because of the
limited storage space at the end-users which we assume to hold at
most two full videos, and we limit each user to also download three
videos and immediately leave the network. As a result, interests
contend for increasingly limited upload bandwidth resources as
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Figure 6: Results with varying content popularity.
increasingly smaller number of content becomes increasingly more
popular.
Consistent with the previous results, we observe that the adaptive strategy performs better than directory-based approach. Adaptive strategy is also not a�ected by the change in content popularity
as much as the rest of the non-optimal strategies.

15], stateful Interest forwarding [16, 43], and satis�ed interest table
(SIT) based forwarding [39].

7

In this work, we took a �rst-step towards designing a P2P content
retrieval market for edge ISPs which can replace CDN content
delivery within each individual ISP. We have demonstrated through
ns-3 simulations using original containerised code of the IPFS that
IPFS by itself is not able to take over such a task without help
from the network layer in terms of load-balancing and reducing
the delivery overhead for the network.
We �nd NDN to be a complementing network-layer architecture
to IPFS. The adaptive, stateful routing mechanisms of NDN can
observe and react to congestion at the producers and steer tra�c
to less congested producers. Also, NDN forwarders with the addition of a Satis�ed PIT Table can observe locations of content and
advertise this information in the control plane.
The main take-away from this study is that adaptive load-based
forwarding strategies are very useful in the network layer. However,
in this study we limit the load-balancing to �rst- and last-hop
forwarders on the path between consumers and producers. This
was due to looping issues with involving too many decision making
nodes on the path. As a future work, we plan to investigate more
sophisticated adaptive routing techniques involving more nodes in
a collaborative manner.

8

RELATED WORK

Similar to our work, a number of previous studies has considered exploiting the nearby storage of user premise devices for VoD delivery
at the edges [35, 40]. Recently, P2P systems (e.g., IPFS) have been
evolving beyond a system of per-content swarms (e.g., BitTorrent)
towards achieving an ambitious goal of providing a content-centric
delivery service with CDN-like quality for users. Such systems consider scalability, quality-of-delivery, incentives, fairness, and trust
issues, to name a few.
As pointed out by existing studies, lack of a content-centric
network layer is a source of various problems for such P2P systems
that work as an overlay on top of IP [31]. Mastorakis et al. has
considered complementing the BitTorrent protocol with a contentcentric network layer [31]. Instead, in this work, we focused on IPFS,
which is a more advanced content-centric application-layer protocol
suite that connects all its users in a single swarm and enables
content-centric access to data. However, we have shown that IPFS
has several limitations in terms of overheads and ine�ciencies in
data delivery which prevents IPFS to be a viable replacement for
a CDN. We have proposed extending IPFS with a content-centric
delivery with several extensions that are based on several existing
work: secure namespace mapping [13], scalable name resolution [11,
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